EVERY Leading Radio Manufacturer REPRESENTED in our COMPLETE stock

FREE! OFFICIAL AMATEUR STATION Log Sheets
In Handsome Loose-Leaf Permanent Binder ☆ ☆ ☆
If You Own a HAM STATION Send Us Your QSL CARD AT ONCE
Before the supply is exhausted and we will gladly mail a Log Book to you.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED Same Day Received

Radio Manufacturers Supply Co.
1000 South Broadway Corner 10th St.—“The Famous Radio Corner”
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

"I SAW YOUR AD. IN CQ." Tell this to our advertisers—it helps all of us.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 50-watt sockets</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 75-watt sockets</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 204A 250-watt sockets</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo sockets for 21/2 or D tubes</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 2 mfd 1000-volt condensers</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 3 mfd 1000-volt condensers</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 4 mfd 1000-volt condensers</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above all unmounted but sealed in parafin. Sturdy leads.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd 150 volts sealed in fiber box. Beautiful job</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mfd 1250 volts oil impregnated condenser</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All above condensers are working voltage, not D. C. rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 1 mfd 2500-v. transmitting filter condensers</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 2 mfd 3500-v. transmitting filter condensers</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 1 mfd 600-volt condensers</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 2 mfd 2000-v. transmitting filter condensers</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 8 mfd 2000-v. transmitting filter condensers</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 16 mfd tapped at 8 mfd 1250 volts D. C.</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 8 mfd 300-volt condensers</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 2 mfd 1500 volts</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo 4 mfd 1500 volts</td>
<td>$7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Arseo high-voltage condensers are guaranteed one year.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>600 volts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mfd</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2 mfd</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model BB</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model XK</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model LL</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Baby Mikes, Q. R. Q.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Dice with switch, 25 ft. cord</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Handi-Mikes</td>
<td>$5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo Calibrated Monitors, With batteries, three 1500-volt filtered</td>
<td>$9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coils, red plaid metal coated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo Calibrated WaveMeters</td>
<td>$6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarostat 250-watt primary rheostats, each</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest Amateur Call Books</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>800 volts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mfd</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2 mfd</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model BB</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model XK</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Microphones, Model LL</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Baby Mikes, Q. R. Q.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Dice with switch, 25 ft. cord</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Handi-Mikes</td>
<td>$5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo Calibrated Monitors, With batteries, three 1500-volt filtered</td>
<td>$9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coils, red plaid metal coated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arseo Calibrated WaveMeters</td>
<td>$6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarostat 250-watt primary rheostats, each</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest Amateur Call Books</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genuine R. C. A. U. X. 852, new original sealed carbon resistors** $26.50

**National four-tube thrash box** $28.00

**G. E. five-watt 1162 navy tubes** $0.50

**Slightly used G. R. 1000-cycle audio oscillator** $15.00

**Arseo power supply, complete, delivers 750 volts** $1.95

**Arseo power supply, complete, delivers 750 volts** $1.95

**Arseo power supply, complete, delivers 750 volts** $1.95

**Amrad or Sprague 8 mfd 430-volt electrolytic condensers, each** $1.00

**Amrad or Sprague 8 mfd 430-volt electrolytic condensers, each** $1.00

**Cardwell 240 mfd triple monode electrolytic condensers** $2.75

**Cardwell 240 mfd triple monode electrolytic condensers** $2.75

**Cardwell 00044, three thousand-volt transmitting condenser, type 147 B** $6.25

**Cardwell 1150 volt double chokes** $6.25

**CeCo U. X. 230 or 241, non microphonie** $1.25

**CeCo U. X. 232 screen-grid tubes** $1.25

**R. L. type 218 kits wired and assembled** $6.00

**Arseo transmitter R. F. chokes** $0.50

**Arseo 600 mercury vapor rectifying tubes** $1.50

**R. C. A. U. X. 866 new tubes** $6.95

**R. C. A. U. X. 210 tubes, new** $4.00

**Baldwin type G phones, list $12.00** $9.50

**Include postage with all orders and 25% deposit against C. O. D. shipments**

**We carry everything for the Ham**

**Write for free Ham sheet**

**Uncle Dave's Radio Shack**

115 North Pearl Street

Albany, New York
Commercial Operators

There ARE good shore jobs in Radio—and commercial operating experience is a big asset on all good shore jobs, whether it’s Chief Operator of a broadcast station, Chief Operator or Radio Electrician in a Government or commercial Airways organization—or any of the other positions open to the operator with an ENGINEERING knowledge of radio.

ONE OF OUR STUDENTS—

Charles F. Steinhoff, formerly operator of the S.S. Maitland, now with the Airways Division of the Department of Commerce, writes:

"Think the course is fine for any radioman, especially one like myself who has become rather rusty in parts of the theory and practice of radio. Would certainly be glad to recommend this course to any radioman who is desirous of furthering his radio education along engineering lines."

The head of every technical department in our organization has been in the operating game at sea and ashore for at least eight years.

IF You are an experienced radioman;
   You are ambitious to get ahead rapidly in radio;
   You realize the necessity of a directed training in the engineering principles of radio but are unable to take advantage of college training,—

Then—send in the coupon for our new illustrated book. It will give you complete details of an advanced home study course in Practical Radio Engineering WRITTEN FOR THE EXPERIENCED RADIO-MAN.

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Inc.,
3166 Mt. Pleasant St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
Box Q.

Please send me, without obligation, your new book explaining your advanced course in Practical Radio Engineering.
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NEXT MONTH
In the August issue, we will print another "episode from the unadulterated low-down on the strictly private life o' Slim Phitts," in which Slim and Olaf get mixed up with a couple of caliente senoritas in La Union—anything is likely to happen in La Union. Slim and Olaf go ashore, become slightly under the weather, meet Consuella and Tonia, and while Slim is "intimately QSO with the allurin' Tonia," things begin to happen, with Olaf as the storm center.

In Cupid Twangs His Bow, Lew Todd combines all the elements which are likely to give a lonely seagoing brasspounder a violent heart attack—the tropics—lovely, languorous senoritas—jealous swains—a bar-room brawl. If Lew sends us many more yarns like this, we predict that SOS Phitts will soon be as well known among radio men as Paul Bunyon is among the lumbermen of the Northwest. Probably Olaf will have to substitute for Paul's famous Blue Oxen.
Many of us are inclined to take the wrong attitude toward our calling. We selfishly consider radio operating merely as a means of satisfying a desire to travel and "see a bit of the world," without giving any thought to the welfare of the hundreds of our brother operators who have been following the trade for years.

Those of us who have no one dependent upon us for support, or are still young enough to "live on the folks," are disposed to consider only the highly-advertised and practically non-existent "romantic—adventurous—thrilling" side of operating, forgetting entirely the important subjects of wages and working conditions. Seeking adventure, we take jobs at wages which men who are compelled to earn their living as operators cannot afford to accept. Because we are offered a chance to travel "with all expenses paid," we gladly accept extra work without extra pay; thus, unwittingly perhaps, lowering the standards of our calling and making conditions worse for our fellow operators. We are just using radio operating—taking from it a living and an excellent means of travel—and returning nothing. Many of us who plan to quit operating after a year or two of travel, take no interest in increasing our knowledge of radio, in becoming better operators, or in improving conditions.

We cannot hope to secure better conditions until we, as individuals, adopt an entirely different attitude toward our work. We must discard the selfish point of view and consider the rights of the men who have chosen radio operating as their life work.

☆ ☆ ☆

Considerable criticism has been directed against our efforts to abolish the twelve-hour working day for marine radio operators. A number of correspondents have stated that they would like to obtain an eight-hour day, BUT, they believe its adoption would be a signal for steamship companies to further reduce already meager salaries. This seems to be a rather reactionary attitude.

A shorter working day, even if it were accompanied by slightly lower wages, would be of untold benefit to the operating profession for the following reasons: Its adoption would prove that we have become powerful enough to receive recognition as a group and that we are capable of working together to accomplish a certain end. Once recognition has been secured, the success of our campaign for improved conditions is practically assured, for we will be in a position to obtain additional advantages which will reduce the surplus of operators and bring an increase in wages. In addition, an eight-hour day will create more jobs—thus helping to relieve unemployment—and increase the prestige of operators aboard ship by placing them on an equal footing with mates insofar as working hours are concerned.

If we are to raise the standards of radio operating, we must adopt a positive attitude toward our profession, take an interest in the welfare of our brother operators, and ACT instead of sitting around howling about rotten conditions.—M.R.R.
Radio Trust Put On the Spot

Numerous court attacks have been started in the last few years against the system whereby royalties from almost every radio manufacturer go to the group in control of most radio patents. This group includes the Radio Corporation of America, General Electric, Westinghouse Electric, American Telephone and Telegraph, and General Motors. The Federal government filed suit about a year ago for the dissolution of this patent pool as a violation of the Clayton Act and the Sherman anti-trust law. The chief agitating force behind much of this activity is Oswald F. Schuette, executive secretary of the Radio Protective Association, with headquarters in Washington.

Six weeks ago the Supreme Court of the United States upheld the decision of the U. S. Court of Appeals at Philadelphia, which, in turn, confirmed the findings of the District Court of Delaware, that the RCA had violated section three of the Clayton Act. The suit was started more than two years ago, when a group of independent tube manufacturers, including the de Forest Radio Company, filed suit against the RCA and associated companies, charging that the patent pooling agreements entered into by these concerns constituted a monopoly. Under the agreements the RCA had required manufacturers of receiving sets using RCA patents to license agreements to equip their sets with RCA tubes. As practically all receiving sets are manufactured under RCA patents, on a seven and one-half per cent royalty basis, it was claimed by the independents that the Radio Trust had created a monopoly which was operating in restraint of trade. Without exception, the courts upheld this contention.

Sections thirteen and fifteen of the Radio Act of 1927 state in effect that any company or individual finally adjudged guilty of violation of the anti-monopoly laws shall be required to relinquish station licenses. Because of their importance in this case, these sections of the Radio Act are given here in full.

Section 13.—The licensing authority is hereby directed to refuse a station license, and/or the permit hereinafter required for the construction of a station to any person, firm, company, or corporation, or subdivision thereof, which has been finally adjudged guilty by a Federal court of unlawfully monopolizing, or attempting unlawfully to monopolize, after this Act takes effect, radio communication, directly or indirectly, through the control of the manufacture or sale of radio apparatus, through exclusive traffic arrangements, or by any other means or to have been using unfair methods of competition. The granting of a license shall not estop the United States or any person aggrieved from proceeding against such person, firm, company, or corporation for violation of the law against unlawful restraints and monopolies and/or combination, contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade, or from instituting proceedings for the dissolution of such firm, company, or corporation.

Section 15.—All laws of the United States relating to unlawful restraints and monopolies and to combinations, contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade are hereby declared to be applicable to the manufacture and sale of, and to trade in, radio apparatus devices entering into or affecting interstate or foreign commerce and to interstate or foreign radio communications.

In order to determine whether the station licenses of RCA and its subsidiaries shall be renewed the Radio Commission is holding a number of special hearings, beginning June 15th. The Commission will decide whether it will renew the licenses of six of the seven broadcasting stations owned by the National Broadcasting Company, namely: WRC, Washington; WJZ, Cleveland; WENR, Chicago, and KOA, Denver, as well as experimental telephone licenses held by NBC, and one license each held by RCA Communications, Inc., Radiomarine Corporation of America, and RCA-Victor Company, so that a complete cross-section of all RCA licenses might come before it. The RCA and its affiliated companies hold 1409 of the 3680 (exclusive of aircraft stations) commercial station licenses.

On June twelfth, the RCA attempted to secure an injunction from the District of Columbia Supreme Court to prevent the Radio Commission from holding the special

(Continued on Next Page)
hearing of all RCA licenses. The injunction was denied by Justice Bailey, who kept the case on the docket, explaining that developments might warrant the injunction. Coincident with the Radio Trust's request for an injunction, Oswald F. Schuette of the Radio Protective Association released the following statement to the press:

"An effort to stop the Radio Trust's hearings at the Federal Radio Commission by an injunction will prove a boomerang by aroused an indignant public opinion. It demonstrates to the country that Owen D. Young's six billion dollar Radio Trust is afraid to face the issue in the open. But more important, it is such a defiant challenge of the self-respect of the Federal Radio Commission that the latter in self-defense must immediately order new hearings to determine whether it meets 'public interest, convenience or necessity' to grant the 1409 radio licenses to that law breaking group, and no decision even by a court technically construing the language of section thirteen of the Radio law which forbids these grants can settle that question.

"Let there be no mistake about this—neither the country nor the Congress can be fooled by subterfuge. The issue is a decisive one. Before the Federal Radio Commission can grant a renewal of these 1409 licenses, its members under oath must certify that they believe the grants serve public interest, convenience or necessity. They cannot answer that question honestly until they have held hearings and have thoroughly aired at least the charges of law breaking made after fullest investigations by the Department of Justice. The Federal Radio Commission has not hesitated to take independent stations off the air on such grounds. Why should they be afraid to act against a six billion dollar combination? If Scarface Al Capone came from Chicago to ask for a license, would the Federal Radio Commission hesitate asking general and full information, and then refusing a license in public interest, convenience and necessity?

"Today's petition for an injunction is a challenge to the Federal Radio Commission that can only be answered by an immediate refusal of all pending applications of the Radio Trust and setting them down for an immediate hearing, and not for a technical discussion of Section thirteen, but on the broad issue of 'public interest, convenience or necessity.' If because the Radio Trust has asked the courts to interfere, the hearings cannot be held on June 15, it is the duty of the Federal Radio Commission to set another date at once and to proceed without delay to determine by what right these defiant law breakers shall remain on the air. The Commission had cooperated in good faith with the Trust, but the latter's request for an injunction releases the Commission and shows anew how important it is for the Department of Justice to intervene and protect the rights of the public. If the Federal Radio Commission in Washington cannot meet the emergency, the President can; if he fails, Congress will. The air must be kept free and the Radio Trust must be destroyed."—M. R. R.

**AMONG THOSE PRESENT**

By Lew Todd

Introducing, HORACE S. COLLAR: Mr. Collar has so often advertised the fact, that it is hardly necessary to mention the fact, that he is RADIO OFFICER, aboard the S.S. OLESEN MARU, plying between Oakland Creek and Puget Sound. The MARU is one of those relics of a glorious past, commonly known as a WOODEN SHOE, being built entirely of wood and designed by her intrepid builder, to eliminate such HIGHFALUTIN' attributes, as SPEED, LINES, and CLEANLINESS. She is manned by a SNUCE CHEWING SKIPPER, thirty-two SQUAREHEADS, a full complement of C O C K R O A C H E S and HORACE. She is equipped with a hybrid radio contraption, which Horace proudly designates as his, "SPARK." He admits that the note emitted by this ETHER CON-TORTING MECHANISM, sounds like the tearing of old canvas and that she is a trifile broad. But what is a hundred meters between friends? Horace has practiced all of the known forms of QRM and may be heard at almost any time on 600 and 700 meters, talking to his STEAM SCHOFNER FRIENDS.

The charge brought against him by KFS and KPH, that they have never been able to raise him when wanted, is patently an unjust one. It goes without saying, that keeping up on ONE'S SOCIAL SKEDS, leaves but little time for COAST STATIONS.

Recently, Horace made the thrilling discovery, that a regenerative receiver can easily be changed into a low power transmitter. He wrote to the PATENT OFFICE at WASHINGTON about it and was surprised to learn that some RADIO ENGINEER had anticipated him by about TEN YEARS. However, the DEVICE makes an admirable MEDIUM for RAG CHEWING, while laying alongside the DOCK, so Horace does not consider his efforts wasted. Here again, the ODIOUS KPH and GROUCHY KFS fail to appreciate OUR HERO'S GENIUS. But that is to be expected of coast stations. On the whole, Horace is well satisfied with himself and LOOKS FORWARD to a JOB on one of the ADMIRAL LINE BOATS some day.
When computing the overall gain of a receiver or amplifier by ordinary mathematics it is necessary to multiply all the gains in individual stages—a rather lengthy and laborious process, especially when the product runs well into the millions. Using the decibel, which, as we know, is a logarithmic unit, it is only necessary to add the individual gains in order to determine the overall gain. Also, large numbers are avoided: A gain of 10 db is equal to a 10-fold increase in power; a gain of 20 db is equivalent to multiplying the power in watts by 100; a 30 db gain represents a 1,000-fold increase in power; a 40 db equals a 10,000-fold increase, and so on. Each time 10 is added to the power level in decibels the power in watts is multiplied by 10.

Because our ears do not respond uniformly according to the intensity of sound, but upon a logarithmic scale, the decibel can be conveniently used in measuring sound intensities. When electrical power, measured in db, is converted into sound, its intensity is roughly proportional to the sensation produced upon the ear. A gain or loss of one decibel represents the smallest change in sound intensity that can be detected by the normal ear. The fact that it presents a convenient way of expressing sound intensities in terms of our auditory reactions has led to the adoption of the decibel by acoustical engineers for use in sound work. The reflective and absorptive qualities of materials, such as drapes for broadcasting studios, and the sound levels of speech, music, noises, etc., are nearly always expressed in terms of the db, which, when used in this manner, is often referred to as a "sensation unit."

The ratio of two powers, as measured in watts and in decibels, may be clearly illustrated by a few practical examples.

Problem No. 1—One amplifier has a power output of 1,000 milliwatts and a second has an output of 800 milliwatts. Find the difference between these two powers in decibels.

\[ \text{db} = 10 \times \log \left( \frac{P_2}{P_1} \right) \]
\[ = 10 \times \log \left( \frac{1000}{800} \right) \]
\[ = 10 \times \log 1.25 \]
\[ \text{db} = 10 \times 0.169 \]
\[ \text{db} = 1.69 \text{ Answer.} \]

It would seem from the figures 1,000 and 800 that the first amplifier would produce a considerably greater volume of sound than the second. Actually, this would not be true. When the electrical power was converted into sound the difference between the two, being less than 1 db, could hardly be detected by the ear.

Problem No. 2—A certain amplifier has an input of .0015 watts and an output of .96 watts. What is its gain in db?

\[ \text{db} = 10 \times \log \frac{P_2}{P_1} \]
\[ = 10 \times \log \frac{.96}{.0015} \]
\[ = 10 \times \log 640 \]
\[ \text{db} = 28.06 \text{ Answer.} \]

The table on page 14 will be found convenient for computing gains and losses in db when the power ratios are known, also the absolute values of power for a zero level of .006 watts, which is used by the Western Electric in type 203 Volume Indicator Panel.

It is interesting to note that in a modern 5,000-watt broadcasting transmitter the feeble microphone currents, which are at a level of from -50 to -60 db, are amplified from 100,000,000,000 to 1,000,000,000,000 times by the time they reach the antenna, where the power level is approximately 59 db.

An inspection of Table 4 reveals that there are a number of power ratios that can be converted into whole numbers without great loss of accuracy. For instance, the power ratio for 3 db is given as 1.995, by adding .005 to this number it can be made to equal 2 without introducing an error of more than .2 of 1%. The loss ratio for 3 db, which was formerly 1/1.995, now becomes 1/2. For rapidly estimating gains and losses it is much easier to use loss ratios and, when necessary, convert losses into gains after the answer has been found. The following loss ratios will be found useful for quickly converting power ratios into decibels:

\[ \text{(Continued on Next Page)} \]
1 db = power ratio of 1/2.
3 db = power ratio of 1/2.
6 db = power ratio of 1/2.
7 db = power ratio of 1/2.

Problem No. 3 — Using the above loss ratios, find the power ratio corresponding to a loss of 4 db.

4 db = 3 db + 1 db. The loss ratios for 3 db and 1 db are respectively, 1/2 and 1/4.
Since adding logarithms multiplies the numbers they represent, adding 3 db multiplies the loss by 1/2 and adding 1 db multiplies the loss by 1/4. Therefore, a loss of 4 db is equal to two successive losses of 3 db + 1 db, or $1/2 \times 1/4$, which equals 1/4.

Problem No. 4 — Find the power ratio corresponding to a loss of 9 db.

9 db = 3 db + 3 db + 3 db; the loss ratio for 3 db is 1/2. Therefore, the loss ratio for 9 db would be equal to three successive losses of 3 db each, or $1/2 \times 1/2 \times 1/2 = 1/8$.
It will be noted that each loss of 3 db is equivalent to halving the power; similarly, each gain of 3 db is equivalent to multiplying the power by 2. The easiest way to calculate gains is to first find the loss ratio and then invert the fraction. For example, we have found that the ratio for a loss of 9 db = 1/8, inverting this answer gives 8 as the ratio for a gain of 9 db.

Problem No. 5 — Find the power ratio for a gain of 5 db:

5 db = 3 db + 1 db + 1 db. The loss ratios for 3 db and 1 db are 1/2 and 1/4, respectively. 3 db + 1 db + 1 db = $1/2 \times 1/4 \times 1/4 = 8/25$. 8/25 equals the loss ratio; inverting, we get 25/8, or 3.12 as the gain ratio for 5 db. This agrees within .04 of the value given in Table 4.

For gains or losses greater than 10 db, the loss ratio should be multiplied by 1/10 for each loss of 10 db. For example, the loss ratio for 16 db would equal $1/10 \times 1/10 = 1/100$. The gain ratio for 16 db would be $1/10 \times 1/10 = 1/100$. For 26 db the loss ratio would be $1/10 \times 1/10 = 1/100$. The gain ratio for 26 db would equal 100, which agrees fairly closely with the value of 398.1 given in Table 4.

It should be clearly understood that the equations given in previous paragraphs hold only for computations involving power. If voltages or currents are involved, the following formulas should be used:

**Voltage—**

\[ db = 20 \log \frac{E_2}{E_1} \]

Where \( E_2 \) = the larger voltage and \( E_1 \) = the smaller voltage.

**Current—**

\[ db = 20 \log \frac{I_2}{I_1} \]

Where \( I_2 \) = the larger current and \( I_1 \) = the smaller current.

The Western Electric Type 203 Volume Indicator, which is used in a large number of broadcasting stations, gives a visual indication of power levels in terms of the decibel. In most installations this indicator is connected across the output of a W.E. Type 8-C audio amplifier.

This instrument is essentially a vacuum tube voltmeter calibrated to read power levels from -10 to 30 db. It is composed of the following units: A 233-F input transformer having a primary designed for a 500-ohm input, and a tapped secondary; a tap switch, (ESO-311647) which permits portions of the secondary to be cut in and out of the grid-filament circuit of the vacuum tube. Two 38-W, 100,000 ohm, one 38-AB 30,000 ohm, and one 38-AC 7500 ohm resistors are connected between the movable arm on the transformer secondary tap switch and the arm of a 5-ohm 37-H potentiometer, which is in the negative filament circuit.

For ranges of from -10 to 16 db a Type 479-GE Key (anti-capacity switch) shorts out resistors 38-W, 38-AB, and opens the circuit of resistor 38-AC, thus placing the portion of the transformer secondary between the tap switch and the negative filament lead potentiometer (37-H) directly across the input of the tube. When the 479-GE Key is thrown in the opposite direction (down), the range is increased from -10 to 30 db. This action places the two 38-W and the 38-AB resistors, a total of 230,000 ohms, in series between the transformer secondary tap switch and the grid of the tube; also, the 38-AC 7500 ohm resistor is cut in between the grid and the arm of the 37-H potentiometer.

A Type 102-D vacuum tube is used in the 203 Panel. It has a 57-A 2 mfd. condenser connected between its positive filament and plate. A 75-B retardation coil, a 19-E 60-ohm center-tapped resistor and a 62-B 1/4-ampere fuse are connected in series in the plate circuit. A Weston milliammeter calibrated in db is connected across a 30-ohm section of the 19-E resistor. Connections are provided for hooking-up an additional meter (external) across the other half of this resistor. The Indicator is designed to operate on a filament supply voltage of either 12 or 24 volts, d.c., and a plate voltage of 130.

By using a Volume Indicator, similar to the one described, and a monitor, an operator is able to intelligently operate gain controls. These instruments enable him (Continued on page 14)
Wages were no object to these eager-eyed pioneers. Everyone of them left a good job with Western Union or Postal, or some broker's wire, to join us. And with sad frequency it befell them that, when Saturday noon came the payroll was not forthcoming. Mac, or Barney, or "Pop" Atcheen, or Hughes would match to see whose "biscuit" should go to the hock-shop, so that the gang might eat over Sunday. They knew that wireless had a future which would some day handsomely reward them, pioneers all, and all imbued with that spirit of daring and risk which has typed the pioneer, in exploration or in industry, from the beginning of man.

It was the game, the fun, the unequalled satisfaction of traversing new lands, of overcoming strange new obstacles, of doing that which no one else had done, which spurred them on—"Wireless!"—messages transmitted without wires, across cities, over waters, wide and ever widening! How their more cautious, less imaginative, less daring friends down on Broad Street envied them.

Harry Brown joined them, and "Sunny Jim" Easton (later to become U. S. Consul at Port Limon, after working there for many years as the first wireless operator in Central America). The number of stations began to grow. In the winter of 1902-3 the U. S. Navy wished to test this new American Wireless System, in competition with German "Telefunken" apparatus between Annapolis and the Washington Navy Yard. Without hesitating, I picked Mac and "Pop" Atcheen for the job. First, these operators had to help build, assemble, test out, and then pack the new equipment at the Jersey City shop. For keyword was only a small part of the duties of these early wireless operators. They didn't know much of the theory, but they packed a lot of hard-won practical common sense regarding those simple circuits, how to rig an antenna, to patch-up busted condensers, to dig into the black, stinking oil to find and repair a transformer burn-out. If ground plates had to be buried under frozen soil, or lowered under two-foot thick ice, those operators never sat around waiting for some laborer to be brought upon the scene. They well knew that usually there was no more money than time for such idle luxury, and they "damn well" rolled up their sleeves, swung the pick or the ice ax, and hustled the job themselves.

And thereby lies exactly the secret of the swift progress of American Wireless in those early days. It was exactly that spirit of "do or die," regardless of sacrifice or hardship, despite lack of help or material;

(Continued from June)
The more I ponder over the reasons for the depression the more perplexed I become. In 1929 we had prosperity, now it is gone. Why? We have not experienced any great calamity, such as war, plague, or revolution. We have more money, larger industrial plants, and greater productivity per man. Savings accounts are so swollen that banks have reduced interest rates. Our granaries are filled with wheat, rotting from lack of market. Our warehouses bulge with manufactured products for which there is no sale. In money, natural resources, factories, capacity to produce, and education we are richer than ever before. Yet we are in the midst of the worst depression in the memory of man. Our unemployed number more than 6,000,000 — breadwinners for 20,000,000. Our fellow citizens who are not of the aristocracy of wealth are starving amidst plenty. Our children cannot attend school from lack of proper clothing. WHY? The only reason I find is GREED—the avariciousness of a few to garner and hoard dollars that can never be spent—the pointless desire for wealth and power accompanied by an utter disregard for the welfare of fellow men—the conducting of business to produce maximum profit without thought for the happiness and progress of mankind—blind, grasping, ignorant, inhuman GREED.

* * *

When calling a shore station with a position report never say "P" or "MSG" and then send only a TR. This practice is one of the best ways to secure wastebasket delivery. Incidentally, "P" means "I have a paid message for you," and not "Please."

* * *

When sending TR's to Mackay or RMCA shore stations on the East Coast, it is unnecessary to give the QRD or QRF as these are never copied or sent in to the papers. This information is required by West Coast stations, however, as the newspapers on the West Coast usually publish both the QRD and the QRF. TR'S sent to WYN, WSA or TRT stations are not published in New York papers.

* * *

Operators on ships sailing out of New York who take part in the daily TR/WX festival on 700 meters should be interested in the chart of the North Atlantic, published in the Shipping Section of the New York Sunday Herald-Tribune. This chart is much more convenient to use for finding approximate longitude and latitude than those issued by the H. O.

"I SAW YOUR AD. IN CQ." Tell this to our advertisers—it helps all of us.
Radio School Advocates Wage Reductions

This is an exact copy of a letter, dated June 11, sent by the PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE, Port Arthur, Texas, to the managers of broadcasting stations throughout the country:

Station WSIX, Springfield, Tennessee

Gentlemen:

OPPORTUNITY TO REDUCE OVERHEAD

Can you use one or two Second-Class Operators at a smaller salary than you are now paying?

We have two young men that have to work—I will guarantee they know how to work—and cheerfully. Either of these young men will, if necessary, come on two or three weeks' free trial. The thought occurred that you might be thinking of replacing some high-salaried chap, or it may be that one has grown old on the job.

If you have an opening, or think one might develop, we will appreciate hearing from you at your convenience.

Respectfully,
PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE.
(Signed) Carl Vaughn, President.

Here is the reply sent to Mr. Carl Vaughn by S. David LeBarre, Manager of WSIX, Springfield, Tenn.

Sir:

In your letter of June 11th, addressed to this station, I consider you advocate a cut-throat policy toward all radio operators, including your own. It would affect the graduate from your school the same as any other operator if you did not know he was working at the station you send your propaganda to. It seems to me that you are in the business for the almighty dollar. Get a student through and on the job and you are satisfied, regardless if you are the cause of taking another man, maybe more worthy, off the job.

After receiving such a letter from you, I would not hire one of your men if he was a graduate engineer with fifty years' experience and was willing to work for one dollar a week.

I do not hire price-cutters and such tripe.

Radio Station WSIX,
(Signed) S. David LeBarre, Manager.

We had intended to write several columns in praise of LeBarre; it is unnecessary, his letter speaks for itself. A few more men of this caliber and our problems would soon be solved.

“TSAW YOUR AD IN CQ.” Tell this to our advertisers—it helps all of us.

SHIPPING NOTES

The largest American-built liner, the Dollar Line's turbo-electric "President Hoover," has just been completed at the yards of the Newport News Shipbuilding Company. Built at a cost of $8,000,000, the liner is 653 feet long and has accommodations for 1250 passengers. A sister ship, the "President Coolidge," is nearing completion in the same yards.

The American Hawaiian Steamship Company recently declared a dividend of $1 a share on its $10 par value common stock.

Is the Atlantic Refining Company's new Diesel-electric tanker, "Permian," just launched at Greenock, Scotland, for offshore trade out of Los Angeles, to be considered an addition to the American merchant marine?

The "Permian's" plates came from Czecho-Slovakia, her Diesel engines from Belgium, part of her electric machinery from the United States, and her main electric motors from England. She was built by Scottish workmen for American owners, will fly the flag of Panama, and will be manned by a Norwegian crew. The "Permian," which is the third vessel to be built for the Atlantic Refining Company at Greenock, is of 8947 gross tons and 471 feet long.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

All professional radio men interested in raising the standards of their trade are urged to join the EIGHT-HOUR DAY CLUB, sponsored by CQ. This club was founded in order to secure funds with which to carry on a campaign for improved conditions. Membership costs only 25 cents. JOIN NOW! Send your membership fee, and any extra amount you may care to contribute to the cause, to the Editor, CQ. Let's all get together and secure an eight-hour day and the other rights that should be ours.

EDITOR, CQ:

I wish to enroll in the EIGHT-HOUR DAY CLUB, enclosed is my membership fee.

Name ...........................................
Address (permanent) ................................

Station ............................................

"I SAW YOUR AD IN CQ." Tell this to our advertisers—it helps all of us.
Editor CQ:

With the May edition of CQ open before me at the Skipper's column, I am attempting to put into words my own thoughts on the subject of a radio operators' organization. The time is past for vague theorizing... Concrete planning and positive action are now in order.

What type of organization do we need, you ask?

A professional association similar to the I.R.E. would hardly suit our purpose. Such an organization exists primarily for the promulgation of knowledge. A radio operator's association might do well to incorporate such a feature into its program, but its purpose above all else must be to deliver us from the merciless exploitation to which we are now subjected, and to protect us thereafter. I see no value in a "league" such as the A.R.R.L. Are we forming a society for brotherly love and cultural uplift? Let us forget these fancy names. Let us forego these timid, sheepish, ingratiating overtures to those who might frown upon our activities. We are fighting for our bread and butter. Whatever we call our organization, whether it be "fraternal" or what-not, it must be essentially a union. IT MUST BE A UNION. Why get away from the fact? Why be afraid of the word?

Alright, a union. A union of whom? A union of licensed radio operators. This will include ship and shore station radio-telegraph operators, broadcast operators, airways operators (except those in government employ) and commercial radio operators in any special services. Licensed servicemen might be eligible for membership. Most commercial service company repairmen and inspectors are ex-operators and these men generally keep up their licenses. A radio operator's license (of any grade except amateur) should be the necessary requisite to membership. Specifications as to time of employment or type of work would be unnecessary as the Department of Commerce takes care of this in issuing licenses.

Are there enough operators interested in this to guarantee its success, you ask.

If the number of operators who realize the desperate need for an organization is equalled by the number of operators who have the courage of their convictions, success is assured. But I am afraid that collectively we are a pretty spineless lot. We have been kicked about so much; we have been the underdog so long, that we are too willing to take a licking and crawl away with our tails between our legs, whimpering to ourselves. This business of getting together is going to be a hard fight. And our deadliest enemies will not be the shipping companies nor the radio companies. They will be the operators within our own ranks who by their willingness to accept meekly the present intolerable conditions place in jeopardy the unity so absolutely necessary to our strength and effectiveness. Can these men be but made to realize that we have everything to gain, and precious little to lose, the battle is won.

73—R.G.

Editor CQ:

Now that CQ has definitely broached the subject of organization and has asked for suggestions, I'd like to state my views.

My idea of an ideal organization, fit to accomplish the ends we have in view would be one built along the lines of the American Radio Relay League. Its membership would be limited to all licensed operators. The reason I favor the ARRL as a model is because of the similarity between its work and the work which would be required of an operators' association.

As I see it the overcrowded field and the low wages prevailing today are merely the visible result of a low license standard. The only way to raise the standard is by means of constructive legislation. Since the work of the ARRL also concerns legislation, its methods of accomplishing things must necessarily bear some resemblance to those we will have to use, and can therefore be profitably studied.

We can depend upon the Radio Division of the Department of Commerce. It has always been a dependable enforcement agency and places the highest possible construction on the laws it upholds. If the standards are raised the Division will enforce them, curbing this deluge of romantic schoolboys, thereby putting a higher premium on ability and experience.

Furthermore, with an organization of this type nothing would bar that large body of licensed men in the Civil Service. They cannot join a labor union and retain their jobs. The prestige they would lend as a group, would alone be of incaulculable value. Admitting service men and other unlicensed workers in the radio field hardly seems advisable to me. It is true that...
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both groups want to attain better conditions and wages, but the methods which must be used in achieving them are in no way similar. Legislation, the only hope of the operators, would in no way benefit the others.

I'm pleased to note that the complaining type of article in CQ is giving way to those bearing constructive comment and I hope this trend will continue. A problem that has been neglected for a quarter of a century cannot be overcome and converted into an acme of perfection in six months. If there is to be any organization at all, CQ must not only be the kernel from which it springs, but also the root which sustains it. It is the one means of welding the widely scattered individuals into a solid whole.—W.T.S. * * *

Editor CQ:

I but recently had the pleasure of reading the sample copy of your magazine, "CQ," and I believe that a magazine and an organization such as you have started is the real need of radio men in general and licensed operators in particular.

There is one point which you advocate that I would like to see and hear more fully discussed, that is the one about the eight-hour day. I would like to see what the other operators think about it, personally I am not in favor of it for in my opinion it would mean another drop in wages and they are about at rock bottom now. But nevertheless, I am open to conviction.

Well, I must sign off for this time, wishing you lots of luck and bigger and better "CQ's" with every issue.—A.C.H. * * *

Editor CQ:

One of the best ways to bring about better conditions for radio operators would be to raise the standard of radio operating from within. Were all marine radio operators good, first-class telegraphers, and kept their apparatus in first-class shape and working order, they would be in a better position to demand better conditions. Of course, there are many marine operators who have these qualifications, but there are also a great many slipshod fellows, who are terrible operators and who know little or nothing about their apparatus and let it get filthy and in poor condition.

The only way to raise the standards of marine operating is to make a change in the license requirements that would be a radical departure from the purely theoretical method now in use.

In the first place, it should be necessary that all applicants for a commercial license be 21 or more years of age. This would keep out a lot of youngsters who only wish to go to sea for a year or so for the "fun of it," and who usually take little or no interest in becoming first-class operators, and in addition, are a detriment and often a disgrace to their profession by their silly antics aboard ship.

For a second-class license the applicant should be given a practical examination. The R.I.'s office would be equipped with several transmitters and receivers of standard make such as are used on many ships, for instance, an ET-3626, ET-3627, ET-3628, some commonly used type of receiver such as an SE-143, a Navy Standard spark and a 2 K.W. arc; also a set of lead cell batteries and a set of Edison batteries, together with battery charging panels. On this apparatus the applicant would be given a thorough examination by showing the R.I. that he could start the transmitters, bring them to resonance, repair small faults, wire up and operate receiving sets, care and maintenance of batteries, M/G outfits, etc. The code speed test should consist of reading 20 w.p.m. plain language and 16 w.p.m. code, the same as at present, but the reception should be of hand sending, not machine sending. Also the applicant should be questioned much more closely than he is at present regarding radio laws and regulations, and he should be asked to give the schedule and procedure of several major weather bulletins, press schedules and time tick broadcasts for both the East and West coast of America.

For a first-class license the applicant should be given an oral examination similar to that of the present time, but he should be questioned a great deal as to radio laws and regulations, time, weather and press schedules and the figuring of foreign rates. The code speed test should be reception at a speed of at least thirty w.p.m. (on typewriter) plain language and twenty w.p.m. code groups. This reception would be of hand sending.

Applicants who successfully pass the examinations as outlined above, would have to be pretty competent men. They would be good telegraphers; they would have a pretty good working knowledge of their apparatus and would understand and be able to apply radio laws, foreign rates, time and weather bulletins, etc. With these qualifications possessed by men at least twenty-one years of age, a high standard of operating would be maintained by men who were in radio to make a living, and who had a sense of responsibility and who were good operators and maintenance men, who would give the steamship companies and radio servicing companies they worked for the best of service, and who, at the same time, would be striving to better their own working and living conditions.—A.E.H.
EMPLOYMENT REPORTS

ATLANTIC COAST—

RCA Institutes are to be commended on the notice which is inserted in their new catalog. Here it is:

A FRANK STATEMENT

Owing to the present situation in American shipping, RCA Institutes, Inc., desire to inform prospective students that the field of marine radio (wireless) operating does not, at the present time, offer employment to new men.

In the May number of CQ, the American Merchant Line ships were erroneously reported as running to South America. These vessels are in the trans-Atlantic trade.

Twelve Hours' Work Demanded From Operators Receiving $40 per Month.

Chief operators on the same ships are obliged to stand a twelve-hour radio watch and to do clerical work in their "spare" time. They receive $115 per month. As there is difficulty in getting new operators for $40 per month, the RMCA has to send kids fresh from school on these jobs, thus helping to further lower the standards of operating.

Mackay Radio has been endeavoring to get a foothold in the US Lines. It almost had control of the "Republic" and "American Trader." Latest reports state that the RMCA has managed to retain these ships.

The first of a fleet of six ships owned by the Baltimore Mail Line, a Roosevelt subsidiary, will be placed in commission on July 1st.

These ships will accommodate 100 passengers each, carrying two operators, and will be equipped with Mackay apparatus.

The new Mackay medium and short wave transmitter has been installed on four of the Export Line's ships, the "Excalibur," "Exchorda," "Excambion," and "Exeter." This transmitter has been reported to be a really fine set and is capable of working WSL on two-hour schedules all the way through the Mediterranean. RMCA still retains the Export Line freighters.

NEW YORK—

"Unemployment is greater at the present time in the New York district than at any time heretofore." This statement was made by an RMCA official who is responsible for hiring many operators. The outlook for improving is not brighter, with many steamship lines cutting wages.

"The Di Giorgio Fruit Company operates a small fleet of tankers out of New York to Texas ports and sometimes to California. These are all one-man jobs and pay $105 for operating and $10 for clerical work—a total of $115. Operators in this company receive a vacation of one month after they have been employed for a year. They lay off two trips to Texas port and receive a $105 check as their vacation pay."

GREAT LAKES—

"There is very little shipping on the Lakes at the present and I do not believe conditions will improve for some time. At present, most cargoes are grain, which is moving very slowly as compared to normal years. Many operators are being made to do deckhand and porter work without extra pay. The pay here is $105 per month this year as compared with $140 per month last year. I am advised that radio operators on the tugs owned by the Ford Motor Company are receiving $150 per month this season, which is $10 more than they received last year."

PACIFIC COAST—

Employment conditions remain practically the same as they have been in previous months. Unemployed operators on the Pacific Coast still number more than 300, with newcomers entering the ranks every day. Wage cutting continues, the average scale for broadcast operators in Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles being from $25 to $30 per week. In the Northwest, the lowest wage thus far reported is $35 per month, the highest, for all except chief operators, is $172 per month.

There have been very few changes in personnel in any stations, ship or land. A house-cleaning party was recently held at the KFWB. This affects sound and studio men, as well as the operators at KFWB.

DOLLAR LINE CUTS WAGES

The wages of operators employed on Dollar Line ships have been cut to: Chief operator, $104 per month; second, $95; third, $90. These salaries were formerly $115, $100 and $90 respectively.

TACOMA ORIENTAL OPERATORS CUT

On June 8 all operators employed on the ships operated by the Tacoma Oriental Steamship Company had their wages reduced $5 a month. This cut brings the wages down to $95 per month. There was no reduction in the amount of freight and clerical work, which is a major item on these ships. Wage reductions in other departments ranged from $2 to $20.

A report from San Diego indicates that conditions are practically the same in that locality. "Conditions at the two broadcasting stations are nothing to write home about, the pay averaging $130 per month, with plenty of overtime attached, minus overtime pay. The fishing boats have laid up for a 60-day period, letting several operators out. At present there is only one airport operator."

'I SAW YOUR AD IN CQ.' Tell this to our advertisers—it helps all of us.
Personal Items
(Continued from page 8)

Where are George Kolbe ex "America," and "Prexy Harding"?

Charles Martin and Elmer Stenman, chief and second of the "Harvard" when she went aground on Point Arguello last Decoration Day, handled the SOS traffic occasioned by that disaster in a masterly fashion. If they were nervous it wasn't evident from their sending. Fine work, fellows!

Ross J. Plaisted of Brecksville, Ohio, wishes to be remembered to his friends ashore and afloat.

Walter Koch, who took a fling at the Government Airways, apparently could not forget the frauleins. He is back on the "President Harding" as second. "Red" Rogers is chief.

Operators who have been to Honolulu know that OK is not oke, but oke is OK. If you don't believe me, ask any wahine.

Are there many old I.W.T. ops in Hollywood doing sound work? If so, who and where are they?

Michael J. McDonough and Willard Bliss are now chief and second, respectively, on the "Republic." They transferred from the "President Roosevelt," where they were second and third, with Alexander Stanford.

Don Shaw took "Minnekhada" out when she was recommissioned after her long lay-up.

Recently overheard on 800 meters: NPX—"QTE doubtful due to night effect."—A certain ship—"What was the night effect caused by, a bottle or a skirt?"

Paul W. Whitmore, principal of the Radio School of Los Angeles, gives all graduates of that institution a year's subscription to CQ as a graduation present. How about it, Mr. Smith?

E. A. Williams, Radio and Morse operator since 1908, and in charge of NAA during the war, has landed a relief job at KFI after a long wait on the beach.

Operators submitting items and articles for publication in this and other departments of CQ are requested to write them on a separate sheet of paper. I have to wade through 200 or 300 letters every month in order to obtain the dope for BREAKS. How about a break? Thanks.

(Continued on Next Page)
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New Easy-Working
Genuine Martin No. 6 Vibroplex

Reg. Trade Marks: Vibroplex Bug, Lightning Bug

Black or Colored..........................$17
Nickel-Plated ..........................$19
Slightly Higher in Canada

The Choice of GOOD Operators Everywhere

The New, Easy-Working Vibroplex has many improved features not to be found in any other bug. Thousands of delighted users say it is the smoothest, easiest-working bug ever made. Its easy manipulation will surprise you. Its superior quality of signals will delight you. Ideal for the operator desiring a sharper, clearer and more uniform signal. Adjustable to any speed. Built not only to stand the gaff, but to make sending easier and better for every operator. If you want the best—get a NEW, EASY WORKING Genuine Martin No. 6 Vibroplex NOW! Our liberal trade-in allowance on your old Vibroplex makes it easy to own.

Famous Improved Martin Vibroplex

Used by tens of thousands of Radio and Morse operators because of its ease and perfection of sending. Black or Colored, $17; Nickel-Plated, $19.

Shipped anywhere on receipt of price. Money order or registered mail.

The Vibroplex Co., Inc.
825 Broadway New York, N. Y.
THE DECIBEL
(Continued from page 6)
to maintain the proper power levels for various types of programs and to keep the input to speech amplifiers low enough so that no distortion due to overloading will occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB</th>
<th>Power Ratio</th>
<th>Power Level (.006 Watts Zero Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.00075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8</td>
<td>.158</td>
<td>.00095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>.316</td>
<td>.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td>.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>.631</td>
<td>.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td>.0048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.259</td>
<td>.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.995</td>
<td>.0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.510</td>
<td>.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.162</td>
<td>.0189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.980</td>
<td>.0238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.011</td>
<td>.0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.311</td>
<td>.0378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.947</td>
<td>.0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>.0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.853</td>
<td>.0955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25.111</td>
<td>.1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>39.812</td>
<td>.2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>63.109</td>
<td>.3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>100.000</td>
<td>.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>158.533</td>
<td>.9500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>255.100</td>
<td>1.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>398.812</td>
<td>2.4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>631.000</td>
<td>3.8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1000.000</td>
<td>6.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1585.333</td>
<td>9.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2551.100</td>
<td>15.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3981.200</td>
<td>24.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>6310.000</td>
<td>38.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10000.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1607.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2550.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3980.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>6310.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10000.000</td>
<td>60.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PERSONAL ITEMS

* * *
Bert Kearney, formerly assistant-chief with T.&W.A. at Alhambra, is now with the Border Patrol, Immigration Service, El Centro, Calif.

* * *
I wonder why the RCA News quit publishing QRA's?

* * *
Vern Taschner, once on KOZC with "Willie" Sommers and Bill Breniman, is now at KFVD, Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.

* * *
R. B. Walling, former RMCA chief op at Wilmington, is at the new KFI transmitting station. C. W. Mason is chief.

* * *
Bill Briare, who was an operator in the days of P. S. Lucas, Hal Dickow and Forbes van Why, is purser-operator on the Cabrillo, Wilmington Transportation Co., Wilmington, Calif.

CHANGE IN KPH WX
Beginning July first, weather will be broadcast simultaneously on 690 and 2381 meters, starting at 9:00 a.m. and 8:18 p.m., P.S.T., daily. The 9:18 a.m. and 8:25 p.m. weather broadcasts on 2381 meters will be discontinued. CQ de KPH.

SUBSCRIBE TO CQ
Radio Operators! CQ is published for your benefit. We are attempting to provide you with a real live magazine, full of interesting stories, articles and items. In order to carry out this plan we need your support; send in your subscription NOW. Just fill out the form below,—write a check for $1.50,—place the two in an envelope addressed to CQ—mail the letter—and we will do the rest.

CQ, 1725 Bedford Road, San Marino, California

I enclose $1.50 for one year's subscription to CQ, please start with the............. number.

Name.................................................
Address to which magazine should be sent
PORT OF BOSTON
By Frank Jordan

Some of you eggs are only vaguely aware of the existence of a place named Boston. Recall your history! The Boston Tea Party, the Evacuation of the British from Boston Harbor, and various and sundry other events of ancient times ought to establish its identity as a seaport town. I grant you that nothing happens nowadays to spread its renown in that direction, if we except the fact that WSBN calls here semi-annually because she can find no other drydock in the country to accommodate her size.

We don't see many strangers around here. An occasional tanker or freighter finds its way into Boston but for the most part our waterfront is congested by familiar fishing trawlers, colliers, and coastwise passenger liners. Of these, the trawlers dominate the scene.

There are normally about forty radio equipped trawlers fishing out of Boston. About a third of these are tied up at this time. The nation-wide depression has knocked the bottom out of the fish market. The depression may also be blamed for knocking a hole in the trawler operator's pay envelope. The standard wage was $150 until a few months ago. It is now $125 to $135. You $105 and $90 birds, don't smack your lips over this.

A trawler man earns every nickle of $150 and then some. Not everyone can stand the gaff. You've got to have an iron stomach, a complete lack of delicate sensibilities, and the rare ability to send and receive coded messages while standing on your head. The "fish pots," as the boys at WIM call them, are equipped with modern apparatus. Most of them have converted Marconi P4 and P8 ACW transmitters. Some of you may remember Mr. George Trudeau's excellent article on trawlers in the late lamented "Brasspounders' Department" of Radio. George, now happily situated in the Department of Commerce Airways, was once a leading light in the fishing business and was the prime mover in the successful campaign to increase trawler operators' wages from $125 to $150 three years ago. Incidentally, George is a literary cuss and we ought to hear the latest doings in the Airways via George. Mr. Editor, get after him!

There are quite a few colliers running between Boston and Norfolk, Va. The pay on these scows is $90. One or two of them pay $80. There are many colliers tied up. Maybe this trade will pick up in the winter.

Coastwise passenger ships out of Boston (Continued on Next Page)
are operated by the Eastern Steamship Co., the Clyde Line, the Merchants and Miners, and the Savannah Line. Speaking in unclassical but quite comprehensive and wholly descriptive language, these jobs are lousy. With two operators maintaining a continuous watch, the pay is $100 and $80. Plenty of traffic is handled on these ships. Living accommodations for operators is terrible on most of them. Operators have as much social distinction as the proverbial polecat at a picnic. It seems strange that operators on these ships stand for more guff than men in any other class of marine service. These passenger ships cannot sail without operators. One would think that the displaying of a little guts on the part of the operators would be sufficient to raise their wages at least to the level of the negro porter's earnings.

There are hordes of hungry brass-pounders in Boston. Most of them, of course, are greenies fresh from the schools. But many of them are greenies not so very fresh from the schools. If some of those guys don't get three months work pretty quick they will have to go back to their schools. Their chances are slim. The Boston Radiomarine office adheres to a fairly decent system of seniority and so long as there is an experienced man handy the newcomer must continue to grace the bench. And there have been plenty of experienced men handy for quite a few months back.

As for schools, there are two here; the RCA Institute and the Massachusetts Radio School. The Institute publishes its usual flamboyant ads in the daily newspapers but lately has been laying off the marine ops. The Massachusetts Radio School's ads in the newspapers, "QST," and other publications contrast sharply with most radio school advertisements. They are dignified and make no extravagant claims. The Mass Radio School deserves credit for this.

Speaking of advertising, some of the radio magazines could save many of their readers much woe and disillusionment if they censored some of the advertising copy presented by radio schools. We know, and the editors of other publications know, that the majority of commercial operators is recruited from the ranks of the amateurs and experimenters, which is right and proper. But most of them become professionals with an entirely false set of notions regarding their work, their wages, and their status aboard ship.

"I SAW YOUR AD IN CQ." Tell this to your advertisers—it helps all of us.
RADIO SCHOOL OF LOS ANGELES
(Formerly Y.M.C.A. Radio School)
Established 1909

MANY OLD-TIMERS COME HERE TO BRUSH-UP
FOR THE GOVERNMENT LICENSE EXAMINATION.

RATES
Day School ...........................................$20.00 per Month
Night School .........................................$12.00 per Month

When in Los Angeles be sure to pay us a visit. You are always welcome.
Arrange to meet your friends in our Static Room.

Room 530, Y.M.C.A. Building, 730 So. Hope St.
Los Angeles, California

Through the Courtesy of a Number of Leading Radio Stores,
CQ Has Been Placed on Sale in the Following Cities:

SEATTLE—Wedel & Co., 520 Second Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO—Warner Bros. Radio Co.,
428 Market Street.

LOS ANGELES—Radio Manufacturers’ Supply,
1000 South Broadway.

NEW YORK—Blan, the Radio Man, 89 Cortlandt Street
The Vibroplex Co., 826 Broadway

Purchase your radio equipment from these concerns and mention
CQ—it helps all of us.

PYREX INSULATORS
MICA TRANSMITTING
CONDENSERS
EDGewise Wound
INDUCTANCES

OXO Radio Manufacturing Company
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
BROADCASTING STATION EQUIPMENT

Main 5077

1022 THIRD AVENUE - - - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
A PERSONAL SERVICE
WITHOUT CHARGE
WHERE TO TRAVEL
WHEN TO TRAVEL
HOW TO TRAVEL
WHAT TO SEE
WHEN TO SEE IT
WHAT TO WEAR
WHEN TO WEAR IT
WHERE TO STOP
HOTEL RATES
ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE

Nürenberg Castle, Nürenberg, Germany

We will plan your itinerary for you, if you will tell us:

Your general destination—
What you want to see—
When you want to start—
How long you wish to travel—
Whether by rail, motor, plane, or boat—
How much you care to spend—

Official agents for all steamship lines. Specializing in private motor trips.

WONDERLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Telephone Volunteer 4964
603 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Cable Address WONDERTOUR
New York, N.Y.
Attention...

Broadcasting Stations, Wireless Operators, Power Stations, Service Stations, Engineers, Contractors EVERYWHERE!

Buy in Seattle and Portland

At the World’s Lowest Wholesale Prices

We carry in stock for Transmitting and Receiving, one of the most complete assortments of

RADIO PARTS, TUBES AND ACCESSORIES
IN THE UNITED STATES
(We actually carry the merchandise in stock.)

EVERY NATIONALLY KNOWN PRODUCT OF MERIT
For Building Transmitting and Receiving Radio Sets, Amplification and Public Address Systems, Etc.

REPLACEMENT PARTS A SPECIALTY
Kits, Tubes, Midget and Console Radio Sets and Cabinets
Bids Solicited (large or small) for Electrical Appliances and Wiring Material
Technical Advice FREE
Standard Merchandise Only—No Job Lots—No Distressed Imitation Parts

Our Mail Order Department gives you absolutely prompt service in case our traveling salesmen do not reach you.

Wedel Company, Inc.
Established 1888
RADIO AND ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE JOBBERS
Main Office and Salesroom, 520 Second Ave., SEATTLE, WASH.—Main 3195
Portland Branch, 443 Washington Street, PORTLAND, ORE.—Beacon 7788
Cable Address, “WEDELCO”—W. U. Code

"I SAW YOUR AD. IN CO." Tell this to our advertisers, it helps all of us.
Are YOU A FIRST CLASS RADIO OPERATOR?

Can YOU make a PERFECT copy of WNU press with a pencil or mill?

Can YOU cut a mimeograph stencil directly from WNU, WHD or KUP press without having to recopy?

Can YOU copy press 3 to 5 words behind without breaking? Can YOU count checks in your head and give the station you are working your “OK” the instant he has finished transmitting? Can YOU send PERFECT code groups at a speed of 30 wpm with a bug or hand key?

If YOU are really a FIRST-CLASS radio operator you should be able to answer “YES” to ALL these questions. If you cannot answer them in the affirmative you should investigate

$8

The Candler System Course IN High-Speed Telegraphing
Guaranteed To Increase YOUR Speed in Sending and Receiving

The Candler System is a Post Course of intensive training for the development of SPEED and ACCURACY in code work through Scientific Methods. It trains the Brain, Muscles and Nerves to CO-ORDINATE —helps to give you confidence and relieve nervous strain. Our methods are based on fundamental scientific principles of proven worth.

If YOU want to become a REAL operator it will pay you to write to us, outlining your difficulties and ambitions. We will answer any questions without cost or obligating you in any way, and give you the benefit of our experience helping over 45,000 Radio and Morse operators during the past 20 years. Write or, mail coupon TODAY.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.,
6343 So. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Without obligating me in any way, send information on the course or courses I have checked:

(____) CANDLER SYSTEM (Senior Course) in High-Speed Telegraphing
(____) RADIO-TOUCH TYPEWRITING COURSE
My present speed is: Sending________wpm. Receiving________wpm.
(____) I want to qualify in both American Morse and Continental.
(____) I am giving in a letter further information about myself, my ambitions, etc., to enable you to give me your personal advice.

Name__________________________ Age________
Street_________________________________________________________________
City___________________________ State___________________

Do It NOW!
Don’t delay another day. Write or clip the coupon before you turn this page. Take the first step to become a first class radio operator now.